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The last decade has seen neural networks become a reference tool in statistical learning. Indeed, this
technology has established itself as an essential tool for data types as varied as images, text, sound,
etc. in large scales settings. The success of neural networks also extends to reinforcement learning
(games and robotics) and unsupervised learning (data analysis and generation) including unparalleled
quality for image imitation with generative adversary networks. Nevertheless, neural networks remain
difficult to interpret as statistical estimators. The aim of this thesis is to mitigate this drawback and
further enhance the scope of neural networks through three so-called artificial intelligence applications:
(i) partitioning data into groups (clustering) thanks to a proposed algorithm, (ii) finding the relevant
coordinates of a signal with a notion that we dub “the worst Wasserstein distance” and (iii) predicting
a result while estimating an associated uncertainty by revisiting and extending known methods.

Through these three contributions, we propose to answer three questions about representations:
(i) How do we represent objects that belong to the groups we are trying to form? (ii) How do
we represent what makes an object resemble its kind? (iii) How do we represent an uncertainty as-
sociated with an automatic prediction? Thus, this work presents ways to get away from the classic
supervised use of deep learning (the statisical learning field related to neural networks) with the desire
to interpret these mysterious so-called black boxes thanks to new algorithmic and statistical tools. We
tried hard to make sure that our use of neural networks is as interpretable as possible for a better
understanding of the data at stake, beyond automatic decisions.
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